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Printing Pressman 

 
Phoenix Color is a fully-integrated printer / manufacturer of multi-color books, book 
components, labels and cartons serving the global marketplace.  We are a customer 
oriented company that responds to the needs of its customers for high quality products 
delivered in the shortest possible time. Our manufacturing facility is conveniently located 
off Interstate 81 at exit 1, State Line, in Hagerstown, Maryland.  We operate a modern, 
air-conditioned facility containing the latest innovations in technology and equipment 
known for its clean and safe operation.  We have immediate employment opportunities 
for qualified experienced candidates to join our team.    
 
Job Description: 
 
Support all phases of production by following all SOPs for proper operation and 
maintenance of the printing press while following all safety and quality control 
standards.  
 
Position Responsibilities: 

 Review job ticket and check for special instructions 

 Verify that ink and paper match specifications exactly 

 Set up ink fountains, feeder, delivery and hang plates 

 Check color specifications and determine how to conduct color matching 

 Obtain supervisor’s approval to run job 

 Run the job using standard quality control measures including date stamping and 
checking offset 

 Recognize and eliminate printing problems such as picking, piling, ghosting, poor 
ink trapping, register, etc.; correct deficiencies and monitor safe press operations 
including proper guarding 

 Use measuring devices such as blanket gauge, densitometer, durometer, PH 
meter, packing gauge or micrometer as needed 

 Effectively communicate with crew and supervisors 

 Train press operators in printing competencies; enforce SOPs, (standard 
operating procedures) for the department, assist operators as necessary 

 Increase production flexibility by cross training operators during press set-up and 
printing operations 

 Develop work improvements and procedures; solve problems as needed; report 
necessary repairs, recommend equipment needs to Supervisor/ Press Manager;  

 Perform maintenance and housekeeping functions 

 Report time and production results accurately 
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 Meet quality and production goals   

 Follow company and safety policies, procedures, and regulations as well as 
compliance with attendance and overtime requirements 

 Adhere to and promote all safety policies and procedures including but not 
limited to, following all guidelines for machine guarding, the proper handling of 
hazardous waste, following lock out-tag out procedures and complying with the 
use of personal protective equipment, such as, hearing protection, gloves and 
steel toe shoes 

 All other duties as assigned 
 

We offer competitive salaries and a generous and comprehensive fringe benefit 

package including employee and dependent medical coverage, prescription card, 

dental, vision, life insurance, short and long term disability, 401-k with company match, 

paid annual leave and holiday pay. 

If this sounds like a career opportunity you should explore, direct your resume to: 
      

Phoenix Color  

18249 Phoenix Drive 

Hagerstown, MD 21742 
Fax: (240) 527-2585 

e-mail: hrtv@phoenixcolor.com 
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